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If  you keep a thing seven years, 
you are sure to find a use for It. 
- The author of  Waverly [ 11 ] 
The usual propaganda for languages with inifinite expressions stresses 
the fact that many natural algebraic structures (like torsion groups, simple 
groups and archimedean fields) can be characterized by simple infinite 
sentences but not by sentences of the lower predicate calculus. Despite 
this, little is known about the relationships between such structures and 
the languages in which they can be defined. In this paper we investigate 
these relationships for the case of abelian torsion groups. 
The standard axioms for abelian groups can be stated in the lower 
predicate calculus, i.e.. in L o,, . In her paper [13] on the elementary 
theory of abelian groups Szmielew gave simple group theoretic ondi- 
tions for two abelian groups to satisfy the same sentences of L,,,,,, 
On the other hand, the concept of abelian torsion group is not 
axiomatizable in Lw, o, as a routine application of the compactness theo- 
rem shows. The requirement that an abelian group G be torsion is most 
naturally expressed by the following infinite expression: 
V x (x=0 or 2x=0 or 3x=0 or ...). 
Given an infinitary language L containing this expression (e.g. L o ,~ for 
a > 0) it is natural to consider the problem analogous to that solv~,d by 
Szmielew, namely to characterize the equivalence classes of abelian tor- 
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sion groups with respect b the relation of satisfying the same sentences 
of L. The solution to this problem is given in § § 3 and 4 for a wide 
class of languages L including the languages L~a ~ for a > 0. The prin- 
cipal result of § -2 is a generalization of Ulm's Theorem. Uhn's Theorem 
says that countable abelian torsion groups are determined up to iso- 
morphism by a certain sequence of cardinal invariants. Our generaliza- 
tion shows how a closely related sequence of invariants characterizes 
abelian torsion groups (of any cardinality) up to L-equivalence. 
We complete tile characterization f the L-equivalence classes in § 4 
by determining which sequences of cardinals can occur as the sequence 
of invariants of a group. We also determine the cardinality of the groups 
in any given equivalence class. As corollaries we obtain an upward L~Swen- 
heim-Skolem Theorem for torsion groups as well as natural examples of 
complete sentences of L I,~ with models of all powers < 2b~o but no 
larger models. 
In § 5 we consider pre,.ervation of existential and positive sentences 
from one torsion group to another. One purely group theoretic onse- 
quence is a characterization f when one countable abelian torsion 
group can be embedded in another (Corollary 5.4). 
In § 6 we find sets of indiscernibles in torsion groups and treat related 
topics. Metamathematical and group theoretical preliminaries are treated 
in§§ land2.  
The research of the first mentioned author was partially supported by 
N.S.F. Grant GP-8625. 
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§ 1. Metamathematical preliminaries 
We began our discussion with an ordinary first order language L,with 
identity, certain finitary relation and function symbols and certain con- 
stant symbols. We suppose that L has a distinct variable va for each 
ordinal a. 
By induction we associate with each ordinal a a collection L a of 
formulas as follows: 
La is the smallest collection Y of formulas containing the atomic 
formulas and closed under (L I ) - (L3) .  
(L1) If ¢ is in Y then "-ltp is in Y 
(L2) If d) is a set, ff r- Y, then Aq5 and V~ are in Y. 
(L3) If ¢ is in L~ for some ~ < ~ and o is some variable then Vv ~ and 
::1 o ~o are in Y. 
We emphasize that the set q5 in (L2) can be of any cardmality, finite or 
infinite, We let L .  = UaLt~. Thus, L.. is the language usually denoted by 
L o and, in terms of Karp [ 5 ], La is the collection of ~p in L such that 
the quantifier ank of ~0, qr(~p), is at most ~. In other words, we can de- 
fine, for ,o ~ L .  
qr(~) = the least ordinal a such that ~o ~ La. 
Given ~p ~ L ,  tile set of subformulas of ~p, sub(~o), is defined lnductivel/ 
as follows: 
If ~o is atomic then sub(~o) ={ ~o } ; 
lf~o is -1¢, Vo qJ or: Iv ~, then sub(~o) = sub(~) w {~}; 
If~o is A~ or Vq/, then sub(~o) = U ,~,  sub(~b) u {~o} .
The notion of a variable being free or bound is defined as usual. A 
sentence  is an element of L without free variables. Notice that if 
~o ~ L has a finite number of free variables and ~ ~ sub(~p) then qJ has 
a finite number of free variables. In particular, if ~ is a subformula of 
any sentence ~, then 4' has at most a finite r ..nber of free variables. We 
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say that SO is a fo rmula  if SO ~ L** and SO has at most a finite number of 
flee variables. 
We identify an ordinal t~ with the set of smaller ordinals. We often 
identify a cardinal m with the least ordinal ~: such that the cardinality 
I K I of ~ is m. The ot-th infinite cardinal is denoted by wot. We write 
for 60 0. 
The sublanguage L o of L is defined to be the class of all SO ~ L® 
such that I s~tb(so)l is less than t.oot. (For coot a singular cardinal this lan- 
guage is sometimes defined differently.) If ~ot is regular then L ,  ,,, is 
the smallest class of formulas containing the atomic formulas an~ closed 
under -1, k¢, 3 and conjunctions and disjunctions of less than ~ot formu- 
las. If ot is a limit ordinal ther~ L,,,a,o = Ot~<otLo~t~to. For all ot and all 
so ~:- L~a,o, qr(so)< coot. 
Models for the language L are denoted by '~ = < A .... >, 58 = <B, ... ~, etc. 
We assume that the reader knows what is meant by "a 1 ..... a n satisfy 
the formula so in the model ~",  written 
~ SO[a 1, . . . ,a  n ] 
(this presupposes that the free variables of SO are at most n in number, 
say rot , .... OCt n with a I < ... < a m and m < n, and oot i is interpreted by 
a i, each a z being a member of A), remarking only that A~ is the con- 
junction of the elements of • and V~I, is the disjunction of the elements 
of ~. If SO is a sentence we write 9.1 ~ ~0 for "~[ is a model of SO". 
A formula SO is in negat ion normal  fo rm (n.n.f.) if every negation sign 
in SO precedes an atomic formula. Using de Morgan':; laws we see that 
for every formula SO there is a n.n.f, formula SO* which is logically equiv- 
alent to SO and such that qr(so) = qr(so*). We use tile notation SO* for the 
negation ormal form of SO in the following. 
Let F be some collection for formulas. Following. Cbang [2],we write 
~(F)58 to mean that every sentence SO ~ F which is 1rue in 9I is also true 
in ~ (but not necessarily the converse). Let f : A ~ B be a function 
mapping the domain of ~[ into the domain of ~. Exrending the termino- 
logy of Shoenfield ([ 12], p. 93) we say that f i s  an F-morphism if 
~- SO[a 1 . . . . .  a n] impties ~ ~ so[f(al), ...,f(an)] 
for every SO ~ F. If there is an F-morphism f f rom 9[ into ~ then $((F)~. 
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Several bits of notation will be helpful. Given a collection F of for- 
mulas, we let 
Fa = F n La , 
F °~=F~,-Ut~<~ F 0 = (~o~F'qr(~p)=a) , 
F[: I ]  = {~p ~ F : ~o begin. ~,with :i ) , 
F[V] = (~0 ~ F : ~p begin- with V ) . 
We are going to establish a useful necessary and sufficient condition 
that ~l (F)~ in terms of F-morphisms for what we call "normal" collec- 
tions F. The result (1.2) is an extension of Theorem 1 of Karp [5]. We 
say that a collection F of formulas is normal iff 
(N1) ~v o= o o) ~ F ; 
(N2) if ~p ~ F then ~p* ~ F; 
(N3) if ~p~F then subbp)~ F; 
(N4) if • is a subset of F then AcI, and Vq > are in F; 
(N5) if ~0 ~ F and ~p' results from ~p by replacing some occurences 
of a free variable of ~p by some other term, then ~p'~ F; 
(N6) if F a+l [ 3 ] (resp. F ~+l [V i ) ts nonempty .then 3 v 0 ~p (resp. 
Vv 0 ~o) is in F for all ~o ~ Fa. 
Notice that L** itself is a normal class of formulas. Let E be the class of 
existential formulas, i.e., n.n.f, formulz.s tp containing no universal quan- 
tifiers. E is a normal ,:lass as is the class of universal formulas. The class 
P of positive formulas (formulas involving no negation signs) is a normal 
class, '~ut he class of negative formulas is not normal. Another normal 
class will be introduced in § 6. 
Lemma 1.1 Let F be a normal class o f  formulas, ~,1 and ~8 models j, r L 
and f A -* B an Fo-morphism. 
(a) F o = F ° is the class o f  quantifier free formulas o fF ;  
(b) I (~ is a limit ordinal then Fa[ : l ]  = F~[V] = 0; 
(c) For any a, i f  F a+l [31 = F ~+1 [V] then this set is empty and F = F~; 
(d) For any ~, Fa is normal; 
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(e) The image o f f  is a substructure ~o of')3and f ,'s an F-mottJhi~m of  
92 onto ~3 o ; 
(f) l f  f is sur]ective h.e. onto B) then f is an F-morphism of  9.1 andS. 
Proof. (a) and (b) follow from the relevant definitions and do not use 
the hypothesis that F is normal. To prove (c), suppose that F a+l [ 3 ] = 
F °~*1 [V]. Then clearly this set is empty. Using (N3), it is easy to show 
that if~p ~ F then ~p ~ Fct by induction on ~p. (d) is preyed by inspecting 
the clauses (N 1)-(N6). Using (N 1 ) and (NS), we see that for every n 
and every n-ary function symbol g, the formula 
g(ol, . . . ,  o~) = % 
is in F 0. Thus, since f is an F 0-morphism, the range of f must be closed 
under all the functions of ~B. Similarly, the interpretation of each con- 
stant symbol must be in the range off.  This is what is meant by saying 
that the image of f is a substructure ~0 of ~5. To see that f i s  an F- 
morphism of 92 and ~50, one proves by induction on n.n.f, formulas ~p 
that 
if 92 ~ ¢[a l, ...,a n] ther~ ~0 ~ ~[f(al),  .... f(a,,)l 
using N(3), and then applies (N2). Pact (e) is an in,mediate consequence 
of (d). This completes the proof. 
Theorem 1.2. Let F be a normal class o f  .formulas attd let 92 and ~ be 
mode~s for L . .  The following are equivalent" 
(1) 92(F)~; 
(2) For each ordinal a there is a non-empty set I s o f  Fo-mC rphisms f
with domain a (finitely generated) substructure o f  92 and range a 
substructure of  ~B such that 
(a) ira -<. [3 then Ia c_c_ Is; 
(b) i f  F a+l [3] is non-empty and J'~ Ic~ *1 then for any a ~ A 
there is an f '  ~ I~ such that f C - f '  and a ~ dom(f ' )  
(c) i f  F a+l [V] is non-empty and f ~ Ia+ 1 then for an) b ~ B there 
is an f '  ~ I s such t,~at f K f '  and b ~ rng(/'). 
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Proof. The proot that (2) implies (1) is similar to the proof of  the second 
part of 1.1 (d). Let us show that (1) implies (2). Given s, let I s be the set 
of all funchons f :  A -~ B whose domain is a finitely generated substruc- 
ture of  ~l and such that for all ~o ~_ F s and al,  ..., a n ~ dom(f )  
9~ ~ ~ola I .... ,a,,] implies ~ ~ ~o[f(al) , . . . , f (an)  ] . 
Since P[ (F)k~, the empty function is in each I s insuring that each 1 s is 
non-empty. Clearly each f~ I a is an F0-morphism of the correct sort 
and (a) holds since F s c__ F~ for a _</3. To prove (b), let F a+l [ :1 ] ~ O, 
f~  Is+ ! and suppose that a 1 . . . . .  a n generate the domain of f .  Let a 0 ~ A. 
Let G be the class of formulas ~o ~ F s whose free variables are among 
o o . . . . .  o n such that 
~1 ~ ~o[a o. . . . .  a n ] . 
It is easily seen that there is a set  ¢b c_ G such that 
~ Vv o ... Vv n [AcI, ~ ¢1 
fo; all ~ ~ G. Now A,b a F s by (N4) and (5 u o A~)  ~ Fo+ 1 by N6. But 
~l ~ 3% Acb[a 1, ..., a n] , 
so 
~ :to 0 A~[ f (a l ) ,  . . . , f (an) ]  , 
since f c  Is+ 1 . Let b ~ B be such that 
~ A~[b,  f (a  1 ), .... f (a  n)]  , 
and hence 
~ ~o[b,f (a l ) ,  ..., f (an) ]  
for all ~p ~ G, by the choice of ~. Let 9J 1 be the substructure of  2[ gener- 
ated by  a o . . . . .  a n and extend f to  a mapping f '  of 9./1 into ~ by sending 
a o into b. We need to see that f '  ~ I s. So let ~ ~ F s be such that 
~l g- ~ [c 1, ..., c m ] where c z ~ dom(f ' ) .  There are terms rz(v o...., o n ) of 
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L such that c i = r~(a 0, ..., a n) in ~, for i = 1, ..., m. Then 
• ~ ~' [a  0 ..... a n] , 
where ~k '(o 0 .... , o n) is ~k(r 1 (Oo,...,Un), ..., r m (o 0 .... , o~ )) and ~'  ~ Fa 
by (N5). In fact, ~k' ~ G so 
~ d/ ' [b, f (a l ) ,  ...,f(a.)l 
and we have 
~ ~[f ' (c  1) .... , f ' ( c  m)] . 
The proof of (c) is similar and is left to the reader. 
Corollary 1.3. Let F be a normal class and suppose that F ~ [ 3 ] is non- 
empty for  arbitrarily ~arge a < co 1. Let 9A and ~ be countable models 
such that 9A(F )~8. Then there is an F -morphism f mapping ~ into ~. 
1 
If, in addition, ~a[V] is non-empO, for  arbitrarily large a < col, then f 
can be chosen to be surjective, and hence an F-morphism. 
Proof. Applying 1.2 to the class Fw~, let It~ be as defined in the proof 
of 1.2, and let I = I . I has the following property: i f f~  I and a ~ A 
6o 1 
then there is an f '  ~ I such that fc_ f ,  and a ~ dom(f').  For, if a < co: 
and F a*l [3] is non-empty then there is a ga ~ It~ such that fCga  and 
a ~ dom(ga). But each gt~ is completely determined by a finite subset of 
A × B so there must be onega repeated for a set o fa  cofinal with col" 
Thus, this gt~ is actually in I~ ~ = I since every formula in Fw. is a boolean 
combination of formulas • in U~<,~ Ft~. Now let a: ..... a n .... ~be an enumer 
ation of A.Choose, by induction, functions fn E I such that a 1 , ..., a n E 
dora(f) and .t n ~ fn+:" Then f= Unf  n will be the desired F~(morphism. 
I f Fa [V]  ~ ~ for arbitrary large a < col then I also, has the following 
property: if f el I and b ~ B then there is an f '  ~ I such that f C f '  and 
b ~ rng(f'). Then a familiar back and forth argument gives a surjective 
F,, (morl?hism. By 1.1 (f) this will be an F-morphism. This completes 
the proof. 
According to 1. l(d) and earlier emarks, La, Ea and Pa are all normal 
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# 
classes. We write 9[ -a  ~ for ~l(La)~. For F = La, Theorem 1.2 redu(es 
to Theorem 1 of KaJ'p [5]. Applying 1.3 to each of these classes we ob- 
tain: 
Corollary 1.4. Let ~)l and ~ be countable structures. 
( I)  If~i - ~ then ~and ~are isomorphic; 
(2) I f  ~ (E~)~ then ~[ is isomorphic to a submodel of'93; 
(3) If~l (Pw,),~then ~ is a homomorphic image of~L 
None of ~ 1.4.1 )-(1.4.3) are new, and each can be strengthened. (~ee 
Chang [2] foI the full story.) The above are what we will be needing 
however. 
In the fJllowing we use [IiEIgA z to denote the direct product of the 
models ~l, for i ~/ .  We write a typical element of H I ~l i as (a z >i~I" 
Theorem 1.5. Let F be a norma! cCass o f  formulas and suppose that 
~li(F)~ i for earh i ~ I. Then 
l-li~i~[ i (F )  l ' I t~!~ l . 
Proof. To see this let (I~> a be the system of partial F0-morphlsms be- 
tween ~l i and Di given by Theorem 1.2. Iffz ~ I~ for each i ~ I we define 
~'1ft o be the function f with domain IIi~ I dora ~)  defined by 
f ( (a  t ) iEl ) = ( f t (a i ) ) ,E i  • 
The domain of f is a substructure of l'I z 9~ zand f i s  an F0-morphism , for- 
if 
II'~l i ~ R [<ai>, <a~> ] , 
then 
for each i ~ I, so 
t 
R [ai, ai] 
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f8 i ~ R[fi(ai),f~(ai)] 
for each i ~ I and hence 
I I~ i ~ R[f(<ai>),f(<a~>)], 
and similarly for negated atomic formulas, and hence for any ~0 ~ F 0 . So 
let Ja be the set of rrxf / where f~ ~ I a for each i. It is straightforward to
check 2(a), (b), (c) of 1.2 for Ja. 
We draw special attention to the following special case of 1.5. 
Corollary 1.6. I f  ~)l, =t~ ~, for  each i ~ I then II I ~1, =~ I I i~ i. 
This corollary of 1.5 has been observed independently b  Calais [ 1 ]. 
For the study of abelian groups, the direct sum constructio~ '.s more 
important that the direct product. So let us assume that our language 
has a constant symbol 0 so that each model 9~ has a distinguished ele- 
ment 0 ~, the interpretation of O. Given 9./i for i ~ I, the direct sum of 
the ~i, denoted by ~z~xg~i, is the submodel of II I~ t generated by the 
elements (ai)zE I such that a i = 0 ~ i for all but a finite number of i ~ I 
Corollary 1.7. I f  g~i(F)~  for each i ~ L where F is a normal class o f  for- 
mulas, then Y,i~i (F) Y.,i~i .
Proof. Define Ja as in the proof of 1.5. Iff~ ~ I~ then 0 ~, ~ dome)  
and f/(0 '~i) = 0 '~. Thus, for f~  Ja, if (a t >i~z is in the submodel Z, ~l z, then 
f(<ai)) is in ZI~ t. Thus J~ = { f ~ ZI~I i : f ~ Jt~} has the desired properties. 
The following will be useful in conjunction with 1.7. 
l.emma 1.8. Let ~1 be a model  for  L, and I and J be infinite index sets 
and let ~ = ~h = ~j for each i ~ I and ] E J Then 
Proof. Let ~ = Y_,,~:~3 i and g = Z1~sgl. For any finite subset I 0 o f / le t  
~5(I 0) be the substructure of ~ generated by the elements (b i) such that 
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b i = 0 for i q~ I 0 . Define ~(J0 ) similarly. Given finite subsets I 0 ~ I and 
Jo _c j o~" the same cardinality n, any listing 
I o = J0  = . . . . .  
determines a unique isomorphism f of ~(I  0) and ~(Jo) as follows: For 
any (bz> from ~( I  0) define 
f((bi>) = (c/) , 
wherec. =b , . . . ,c  =b.  aadc  =bzofor j~ J0  (io ~ I - I  o ) . Le tK  
] x t I In zn 1 
be the set of ,~,11 such isomorphisms. K has the following properties: 
for all f~  K and (b,) ~ 7~iB , (resp. (ci> ~ Z t C t) there is an extension 
f '  of f such that f 'E  K and (b i) E dom(f ' )  (resp.(c}E rng(f'}). 
Applying Theorem 1.2 with F= L® and Io~ = K for all a we see that 
~=,g .  
We conclude this section with some known results which will be of 
use to us. 
1.9. Suppose that L has a binary symbol  <, and that ~o is a sentence o f  
such that for every model (A, < . . . .  > oleo, < is a well ordering o f  
some subset o f  A. Then there is an ordinal ~ ~uch that if<A, <, ..> ~ ~o, 
then < has order type less than ~. 
See Lopez-Escobar [7] for a proof. 
1.!0. l f  ~l is a countable nTodel, ~ uncountable and ~,)l = - ~ then Pl has wl 
2 ~o ~'istmet automorphisms. 
This result is known as Kueker's Corollary. We refer the reader to Kueker 
[6] for a proof. 
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§ 2. Group-theoretical preliminarias 
Throughout his paper, "group" will mean "abelian group". With the 
exception of some proofs in §4, this paper presupposes only §§ 1-11 
of Kaplansky [4]. References in parentheses are to Kaplansky [4],  un- 
less otherwise specified. 
A group G is a torsion group if it satisfies the infinite sentence 
VxV (nx = O) ; 
n 
G is a p-primary group (p a prime) if it satisfies 
VxV (p"x = 0).  
t! 
A torsion group G can be written as a direct sum 
G = ~p Gp , 
where Gp is the largest p-primary subgroup of G (Theorem 1, p. 5). In 
investigating the infinitary properties of torsion groups, this fact together 
with Corollary 1.7 will enable us to confine our attention to primary 
groups. 
Until further notice, therefore, G will be a p-primary group (or p- 
group for short) for some prime p. We define pG = {px : x ~ G). Then 
we define p°~G for any ordinal a as follows: 
p°G = G; pO+l G = p(pt~G); pXG= ~'1 pt~G if ;k is a hmit ordinal. 
By a cardinality argument there is a smallest ordinal r (of cardinality < 
cardinality of G) s.t. prG - p~+lG; r is called the length l(G) of G. For 
any x ~ G, define the heigi, t hc;(x) ofx  as follows: i fx  ~ prG (r=l(G))  
then hG(X) - ~; otherwise h6(x) = a if x E paG - pa+lG. If we define 
> a for any ordinal a, then the height function, h, satisfies (p. 28): 
if h(x) < h(y), 
if h(x) - h (y) ,  
then h(x+y) = h(x); 
then h(x + y) >_ h(x) . 
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Ifr=l(G3, prG is a divisible group: ifpTG = 0 we say G is reduced. We 
can write G = C. •Gcl where G r is reduced and b,'G = G d is divisible 
(Theorem 3, p. 9). Any divivisible p-group is a d';rect sum of copies of 
Z(ff*), the group of all pn.th complex roots of unity (n varying over the 
positive integers) (Theorem 4, p. 10). 
Next we define some invariants of G which will play an important role 
in our considerations. A set A of non-zero elements of G is called inde- 
pendent if for any a 1 .... , a k in A 
n la  1 +. . .+nka  k =0 
implies 
t l l t l  I = "'" = t l ka  k = 0 . 
By Zorn's Lemma there is a maximal independent set A in G. Define the 
rank r(G) of G to be the cardinality I A I of such a maximal independent 
set A. It is not difficult to prove that r(G) is well-deSned (cf. Fuchs [31, 
p. 33). In case every element of G is of order p we can regard G as a vec- 
tor space over Zp, the field with p elements. In this case r(G) is just the 
dimension of G and we sometimes write dim(G) for r(G). 
Given a p-group G, the socle of G, G [p ], is the s,~t of elements of 
order p in G. We write paG[p] instead of (paG)[pl. For any t~ 
paG[pl/pa+lG[p] 
is a group, each element being of order p. For a < l(G) define the a-th 
Ulm invariant of  G, Ua(a), to be the dimension of this group. For 
a >_ I(G) ~e let Us (a )= 0. We are not assuming that G is reduced. If we 
write G = G r @ G d where G r is reduced ~nd G d is divisible then U 6 (a) = 
Uar(t~) for all a. 
We need a few well known facts about the Ulm invariants of the group 
G. In particular, if a and/3 are limit ordinals with a </3 <_ I(G) then the 
Ulm invariants of G are non-zero for an infinite number of ordinals be- 
tween t~ and/3. (Exercise 36, p. 32.) If G and H are p-groups, then 
UG~H(u) = UG(a) + UH(a) for all a (Exercise 31, p. 31). 
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Let Z(p n) denote the cyclic group of order pn. If G is a direct sum of 
cyclic groups, say G = ~,n=lZ(pn)mn (nt n a cardinal), then G is of 
length < 6o and U c (n) = nln+ 1 for ail n < w. Conversely, any countable 
reduced p-group of length <__ w is a direct sum of cyclic groups and hence 
completely determined up to isomorphism by its Ulm invariv_nts (Theo- 
rem 1 1). Ulm's Theorem says that a countable reduced p-group of any 
length is determined up to isomorphism by its Ulm invariavt~ (Theorem 
14). 
We now consider the question of defining the properties of torsion 
groups within a language L .  Our language L has in addition to identity 
(=), one binary function symbol g and one constant 0. '~e w~'ite x + v 
instead of g(x, y). It is easy to see that the infinite sentences which define 
the classes of torsion groups and p-groups (see the beginning of th~s ec- 
tion) are sentences in L .  If G is a tor~on group, the substructures of G 
(with respect o the language L) are precisely the ~ubg~oups ~f G. Note 
that y = nx is an atomic formula and hence of quantifier rank 0, where 
nx is the obvious abbreviation for a term of L .  
Recall that if ~ is an ordinal there is a unique ordinal 6 such that 
= ~G + n, where n < 6o. 
Lemma 2.1. Let ~ = 6o6 + n be an ordinal. There is an existential formula 
Oa(x) whose quantifier ank is 
i fn  = O, 
~+ I i fn  > O, 
such that for any p-group G and any a ~ G, G ~ Oa[a] i f  and only i f  
a ~ paG. 
This is easily proved by induction since: 
x ~ pt°~G ~=~ A x E pOG , 
~<to6 
and 
x E p~+n G '~" 3y(y E prO8 G ^ pny=x) .  
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Lenama 2.2. Let a = w6 + n be a~ ordinal and let m < w. 7here are sen- 
tences  ~oot, m , ~ct, m of  quantif ier rank 5 + m, 6 + m + 1 respectively such 
that G ~ ~Pa,m (resp. G ~ l~ot ,m) ?f and only i f  r(paG) >_ m (resp. 
U c (a) >_ m). 
In fact, r(p~G) >_ m if and only if 
m 
~X 1 . . .X  m [ i~=l X t E ptO,~^ , ,pnx1 . . . .  pnx  m are  independent"] . 
(The expression in quot'~tion marks can be written as a formula of quanti- 
fier rank z~ro.) Also UG(c~) > m i" and only if 
/7l 
:Ix 1.. .x m [ zAl x z ~ paG  ^  px~ = O A ''x 1, ., x m are 
independent modulo pO~+1 G"]  . 
(The expression in quotation rr,arks is of quantifier ank ,5+ 1.) 
If g is any cardinal-valued function define ~ as follows: 
~,(x) = g(x) if g(x) is finite, 
~(x) = ~ if g(x) is infinite. 
The following is then an intmediate consequence of 2.2. 
Lemma 2.3. I f  X is a limit ordinal, then G =x H (resp. G(Ex )H) implies 
0 G (Or) = (JH (0~) (resp. f(paG) <_ f(paH)) for  all a < co~. 
In §§ 3 and 5 we prove the converse of 2.3. 
It is another consequence of 2.2 that for any ordinal ;5 there is a sen- 
tence ~o~  L~+ 1such that G ~ ~o~ if and only if G is a reduced p-group 
of length < co6. However the following result shows that the class of all 
reduced p-groups is not axiomatizable in L,. 
Theorem 2.4. Let ~o be any sentence o f  L with arbitrarily long reduced 
p-groups as models Then ~o is true in some non-reduced p-group. 
Proof. We may assume that all models of ~o are infinite p-groups. Let < 
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be a binary relation symbol, h a unary function symbol and let ~' be 
the conjunction of ~o and the following: 
(i) < is a linear ordering; 
(ii) for every a in the domain of <, there is an x such that h(x) = a; 
(iii) Va, a ' ,x [h (x )>aAa>a'  ~3x ' (x=px 'Ah(x ' )>_a ' ) ] ;  
(iv) Vx [x = 0 v h(x) < h(O)] . 
By the hypothesis, there is a model of ~ in which < is a well-ordering 
of type 3>/3, for any ordinal/3. Therefore by 1.9 there is a model 
(G, +, h, <) of ~ in which < is not a well-ordering. Let 
a 0 >a I 2>a 2 >. . .>a  n>an+ 1 ... 
be an infinite descending sequence. By (ii), pick x ~ G such that h(x  1) = 
a I. Given x n with h(x  n ) > a n , pick (by (iii)) xn÷ 1 ~ G such that x n =PXn+ 1 
and h(Xn+l)>__ an+ 1 . Note x 1 4:0 by (iv) since h(x  1) < a o. Let X = 
{x 1, x 2 ... . .  x n, .. ). We prove by induction that for every ordinal a, 
Xc__ p~G.  
Indeed if a = t3 + 1 and X c_. paG then for any n > 1, xn+ 1 ~ paG, so x n = 
PXn+ 1 ~ pt~+l G. If ~ is a limit ordinal the inductive step is clear. Hence 
we have proved that X c_c_ f lapaG,  so G is not reduced. 
We conclude this section with some minor facts about p-groups, (whose 
proofs are not to be found in Kaplansky) which will be needed later: 
2.5. r(G) = r(G[p] ). 
Proof. I fx  1 ..... x n are independent in G and x i is of order p mi+l (m i >_ 0), 
then pmix l ,  ..., pmnx n are independent elements of G[p] .  Hence r(G) < 
r(G [p] ). The opposite inequality is trivial. 
2.6. l f  a is a l imit  ordinal  < I(G), then r(paG) is inf in i te fo r  all [3 < a. 
Proof. Let/3 < a, We know that for infinitely many 7,/3 < ~' < a, 
Uc(3,) 4: 0. We show that if r (p~G) is finite and UG(7) 4: 0, :hen 
r(p~+lG) < r(p~G). Indeed, i fx l ,  ..., x n are independent in/~ v+lG[p]. 
then for any y ~ p~G[p] - p~+~G[p],  x 1 ... . .  x n, y are indel;enden~. For 
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otherwise, 
ny  = mix  I + .." + mnX n E pV+lG 
for some 0 < n < p,  and some m 1, ..., m,,. But then y ~ pV+l G becau,;e 
y ~s in the group generated by ny. 
2.7. Let S be a subgroup of  G of finite rank. I f  r(pO+n G) is infinite then 
there exists z ~ pOG such that pn z 4?- S, pn+l z = O. 
Proof.  If not ,  then p~+n G[p] c- ,, so r(p~+nG[p] )<_ r(S), a contradict ion.  
2.8. Let S be a subgroup of G and let x ~ pma + (S, pm+l a). Then 
(S, x )  = (S, pm a). 
(We are using (S, b) to denote  the subgroup of  G generated by S u { b ) 
and b + S to denote  the set { b + s : s ~ S }.) 
Proof. We can write x = pma + npm+la+s where s ~ S and n is an integer. 
Then (S, x)  = (S, y )  where y = pma + npm+la = pm(1 + np)a. But 1 +np is 
relatively w ime to p so (pma) = (y) and hence pma~- (S, x). 
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§ 3. LocequivaHence of o-groups 
The principal result of this section is tile following generalization of
Ulm's Theorem. Recall that Gd, the divisible part of G, is just prG 
where r = l(G). 
Theorem 3.1. Let G and H be p-groups and let/i be an ordinal such that: 
(a) Oa(~) = OH(~)lbral l~ < ~5, 
(b) i l l (G) < ¢oli (and hence by (a), l(H) < w/i) then F(G d) = P(Hd). 
Then G --6 H. I f  5 is a limit ordinal then the converse is also true. 
In an appendix we prove a result stronger than 3.1 in case ~i is not a 
limit ordinal. We are justified in calling 3.1 a generalization of Ulm's 
Theorem since if G and H are countable reduced groups with U G (t~) = 
U n (a) for all t~ then G = H by 3. I and hence G and H are isomorphic 
by Corollary 1.4( 1 ). 
Suppose that G and H are reduced p-groups of arbitrary cardinality 
such that fJc(a) = 0H(a)  for all o~. The usual proof of Ulm's Theorem 
shows that the set I of height preserving isomorphisms of finitely gener- 
ated subgroups of G into H has the following properties: 
for every f~  I and a ~ G (b ~ H) there is an extension 
f '  of f in  I such that a ~ dom(f ' )  (rest- b ~ rng(f')). 
Applying Theorem 1.2 we see that G -** H. This proves Theorem 3.1 in 
the case where G and H are reduced and I(G) < ¢o6. The work in proving 
3.1 is in case l(G) >_ ~o/i. 
Before we begin the proof, we need some notation and lemmas. Let us 
fix p-groups G and H for the rest of the section. We write f : S + T to 
indicate that S and T are subgroups of G and H respectively and f is an 
isomorphism of S onto T. We shall be interested in this section in such 
map3 f which satisfy 
Conaztion Prsa: for all x E dom(f), 
if h a (x) < o~ then h H (f(x)) = h a (x), and 
if h a (x) > a then h H (fix)) > ~. 
We usually write " f~ Prsa" instead of " f  satisfies condition Prsa". 
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Lemma A. 3.2. Let v be an ordinal such that w(~, + I ) < I(G) and 
w(u + 1 ) < l(H). Let f "  S -~ T where S and T are f imtely generated and 
f~  Prs o(v~l ) For any a E G with h G (a) >_ w. v there exists b E H and an 
extension f '  o f  f such that f '  ~ Prswv and 
f "  (S,a)--, <T,b). 
Proof. We may assume that a q~ S. Let r be the least integer > 0 such that 
pr+la ~ S. Since ha(pr+la) ~_'_ tO-~, + r + 1 and f~ Prs 0,~1), hn(f(pr+la)) >_ 
to. ~, + r + 1. Let b o E p'~VH be such that f(pr+la) = pr+ 1 bo" If b 0 ¢ T let 
b = b 0. l fb  0 E T, use 2.6 and 2.7 to choose b 1 e pWVHsuch thatpr+lbl=O 
but prb I q~ T. Let b = b 0 + 51 . In rather case we have h n (b) > wv,  prb ¢- T, 
pr+lb = f(pr+la). The map f '  which sends na +s into nb +f(s) for any n 
and any s~ S is clearly an isomorphism of (S, a> onto (T, b). Let us see 
that f '  ~ Prs,.o . If h a (na + s) < ~,  then h a (ha +s) = hc(s) and 
hn(nb + f(s)) = min { 6o~,, hn(f(s)) } = h H (f(s)) = h G (s). If h a (na + s) >_ t~t, 
then ha(s) > wu so hn(nb + f(s)) > coy. 
Given a subgroup S of G and an element x ~ G, we follow Kaplansky 
14], p. 28 and call x proper with respect o S ifhG(X) >_ hc(x +s) for all 
s ~ S. If x is proper with respect o S, then 
ha(x +s) = mm{ha(x) ,  ha(s)} 
for any s ~ S, and x ¢ S unless h(x) = ~,,. 
Given any subgroup S of G, and ordinal a < l(G) we write 
Sa = S n paG , 
S~= {a 'aES~ and pa~pa~Z G},  and 
v(s ,  a ) = . 
As pointed out In Kaplansky [4] ,  p. 28, for each a ~ S a there is a 
b ~ pa+l G such that pa = pb. The map a ~ a - b fOlowed by the natural 
homomorphism from paG[p] onto paG[p]/pa+lG[p] is a homomorph-  
ism of S~ into paG[pl/pa+l G[p] whose kernel is just Sa+ 1 . We have titus 
embedded V(S. ~) as a subspace of the vector space paG[p]/pt~+I G[p] 
and it makes sense to write dim V(S, t~) for its dimension over Zp. The 
proof  of Lemrra 13 of  Kaplansky [4] also proves the following, even if 
G is not reduced. 
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Lemma 3.3. Let ~ < I(G). Given a finitely generated subgroup S o f  G, 
there is an element x ~ G[p] o f  height ~ which is proper with respect 
to S i f  and only i f  dim V(S, a) < UG(a ). 
I.emma B. 3.4. Suppose that t~ is a limit ordinal, a <_ I(G), a <_ I(H), and 
f :  S -* T where S and T are finitely generated and f ~ Prs a. Let a be any 
element o f  G - S such ,hat pa ~ S and the following hold with 
/3= max{h(x) : x ~ a+ S}, 
(a) /3< ~; 
(b) i f  IJc(~) > dim V(S,/3) then 0/./(/3) > dim V(S,/3). 
Under these assumptions there is an extension f '  of f ,  f '  ~ Prs a, such 
that dom(f ' )  = <S, a). 
Proof. Since S is finite we may assume that a is proper with respect o 
S, i.e., that he(a) =/3, and that among such a we have chosen one with 
h(pa) maximal. We shall find a b which is proper with respect o T such 
that f(pa) = pb and h H (b) =/3. The map f is then extended to an iso- 
morphism f '  o! <S, a) onto <T, b) by sending a to b. The choices of a and 
b proper with respect o S and T respectively insures that f '~  Prsa. 
Since/3 < a <__ I(G), h(pa) > h(a). 
Case I. h(pa) =/3+ 1. Since/3+ 1 < a we have hH(f(pa)) =/3+ 1. Let b 
be any element of paH with pb = f(pa). Clearly hH(b) =/3 since hH(Pb) = 
/3+ I and/3+ 1 < I(H). We need only see that b is proper with respect o 
T. Suppose that hH(b + t) >__/3 + 1 for some t ~ T, say t = f(s) for s E S. 
But then a+s is proper with respect o S and h(a+s) >/3+ 1 contradict- 
ing the choice of a. 
Case II. h(pa) >/~ ~ 1. Then there is an x ~ pO+l G such that pa = px. 
Then a - x is of order p, height/3 and is proper with respect o S. Since 
/3 < I(G) we can apply 3.3 to see that 
0o(/3) > dim V(S,/3). 
Since f~ Prsa and ot is a limit ordinal >/3, f induces an isomorphism of 
V(S,/3) onto V(T,/3) = Tj*/Ta+ 1 . Hypothesis (b) insures us that 0/./(/3) > 
dim V(T,/3). Applying 3.3 again, there is a b 0 ~ H of order p and height 
/3 which is proper with respect o T. Now hn(f(pa)) >/3 + 1 so let 
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f (pa)  = pb 1 where h(b 1) >/3+ 1. Then b = b 0 + b 1 has height/3, is proper 
with respect o T aad f (pa) = pb. "rhls completes the proof of  Lemma B. 
Proof of 3.1. Let G, H and 6 satisfy the hypothesis of 3.1. The proof  
breaks up into cases. We dispose of  the easy case first. 
Case 1. I(G) < w6 and hence I(G) = l(H) by 3.1 (a). We will show that 
G - H. Let G = G r • G d where G r is reduced and G d ~s divisible arid 
similarly let H = H r o H d. From 3. Ida) we have 
for all a so G r - , ,  H r by the remarks following the statement of 3.1. 
From 3.2.(b) we have 
so we can write G d = N,~I Gi and H a = Nj~s 1ti where G i = Hj = Z(p°'), 
with I II = n and I J I = m and either n and m are both finite and equal 
or both are infinite. If n = m then Gct ~- H a so Get - H d. If n and m are 
both infinite then G d - . ,  H a by 1.8. Thus G - .  H by .~ .7. 
Case II. l(G) > w6 and hence l(H) > ~6.  We define, for v < 6, a set 
! of iso:--orpbisms between finitely generated subgroup; of G and H 
and show ;laat the I v have the extension properties de'handed by 1 2 
(with F "- L~). For u < 8 let I v be the set o f f :  S ~ T where S and T are 
finitely generated and f~ Prso v. Each I is non-empty since the map 
0 ~ 0 is in each I .  Condit ion (a) of  1.2 is trivial. We establish 1.2(b), 
1.2(c) following by symmetry. So let u+ 1 <_ ~, f~  I,+1, where f :  S --, T 
and let a ~ G - S. We must find an f '  ~ I which ex'ends f and has 
a c dom( f ' ) .  If ha(a) >_ wv we need only apply Lemma A. So suppoqe 
that hG(a) < wv. Let r be the least integer > 0 such that pr+la E S. 
Case IIa. Suppose that for m <__ r and x ~ pma + (S, pm+la) we have 
ha(x)  < w~,. Use Lemma B with ~ = cou to successively adjoi-~ pra, 
pr - la  . . . .  pa, a each time getting an isomorphism in I v. To see that 
Lemma B ~pphes, notice that a < l(G) and a < l(H) by Case II, ~ < a 
by Case Ila and 06(/3) = 15H(t3 ) by 3.1(a) since/3 <. co6. 
Case Hb St, ppose that for some m < r and some x E pma + (S, pm+la) 
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hG(x) > wv. Let m be the least such and let x be such an eleme~lt. B~, 
Lemma A there is an f '  ~ I with dom(f ' )  = <S,x). But (S, x) = (S, pma> 
by 2.8. Now, if m > 0 successively adjoin pm -la, .... pa, a, using Lemma 
B as in Case IIa, each time getting an isomorphism in I .  This completes 
the proof of 3.1 in one direction. The converse follows from 2.2 and 2.3. 
The following corollary of Theorem 3.1 is the first part of the answer 
to the problem of characterizing the L ,a,~,-equivalence classes of torsion 
groups. 
Corollary 3.5. Let G and H be p-groups and a an ordinal > O. The follow- 
ing are equivalent: 
(1) G(L a,,,)H; 
(2) (a) 0c,(/3) = (JH(~) for all ~ < wa, and 
(b) i l l (G) < w~, f(G a) = f(Ha): 
(3) G =wa H (i.e. G and H satisfy the same sentences of quantifier 
rank < c%). 
Proof. (2) ~ (3) is Theorem 3.1. ~ 1 ) =~ (2) follows from the fact that 
t'ae sentences defining the invarianrs in (2) are sentences of L 
t.O CttJ 
(3) =~ (1 ) is obvious from the remarks in § !. 
If G and H are arbitrary torsion groups write G and H as direct sums 
of their p-primary components: 
G=~,p Gp, H=Z'pHp 
(cf. beginning of § 2). The following corollary extends our results on 
L -equivalence f.rom p-groups to arbitrary torsion groups. 
tO~t.O 
Corollary 3.6. Let a > O. (i) I f  G~ and H 1 are p -pr#:2ary groups (Pz = 
a prime) and Gi(Ltoat o)H z for each ~ E I then 
~1 G~(Lo.,a,.o) F_.I Hi; 
(ii) I f  G and H ate torsion groups, then G(L aw)H if and only if 
G o (L~oao~)H p for every prime p. 
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Proof. (i) is a consequence of Corollary 1.7 and of the equivalence of 
(1) and (3) in Corollary 3.5. (ii) follows from (i) and from the fact that 
Gp is a definable subgroup of G. 
We also remark that although it is not true in general that L -equiv- 
alence is preserved under dfl'ect sums, this is true for abehan torsion 
groups, as can be seen mlmediately by applying Corollary 3.6. 
We can now improve Theorem 2.4 as follows: 
Corollary 3.7. Let  ~o be a sentence o f  quanti f ier rank 6 which ts true in 
~ome p-group G with I(G) - "~ 6 Then fo r  an), divisible group II, G ~B ~ ~o. 
Proof. Since 0c;,(a) = OG~i~(a~ for all a < ~5 the conclusion follows 
from 3.1. 
The following consequence of 3.1 will be useful in § 6. 
Lemma 3.8. Let  G = G r ~ G a be a p-group where G r is reduced and G d 
is divisible, and let wc~ < I( G). Then fo r  any formula  ~ ~ L~ and any 
al, ..., a n E Gr, 
G ~ ~o[a 1.... , a n ] i f f  G r ~ ~o~a~ ... .  , an] . 
Proof. An immediate corollary of 3.2 is 
G -~ G r , 
but we need more. For v <__ a let I v be .he set o f f "  S ~ T where S and T 
are finitely generated subgroups of G r and G reslzectively and fE  P rs  v. 
The proof of 3.2 shows that i f f~  1+ 1 and a E G (resp. b ~ G r) then 
there is an extension f '  o f fm I,  such that a E dom(f ' )  (resp. b ~ rng(f')). 
Fr~'m 1.2 ,ve have fo r f~ I s ,  a l ,  ..., a n ~ dom (f)  and ~p~ L~ 
G ~ tp[a 1, . . . ,a n] iff G r ~ ~p[f(al), .., f (o  .)1 
Let S be the subgroup of G r generated by al,  .... a n. Then tile identity 
map f :  S -+ S is in I s so the conclusion follows 
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§4. Existence of groups with a prescribed Ulm sequence 
In this section we consider the question: when is a function f from ,n  
ordinal (considered as the segment of smaller ordinals) into ~ u {oo } the 
UIm sequence of a p-group? The answer to this question (Theorem 4.1 ) 
is a consequence of Kulikov's Theorem, which gives necessary and suffi- 
cient condit ions for the existence of a p-group with a prescribed sequence 
of Ulm groups Ga. (In the proof of  4.1 we assume a familiarity" with 
material from Chapters V and VI of  Fuchs [3].  See [3 ] p. 118 for a 
definition of the Ulm groups and [ 3 ] p. 131 for a statement of  Kulikov's 
Theorem.) 
Let ~ be the first ordinal such that I K I > 2 ~o. If r is any ordinal, we 
can write 
where 
"/" = ~'1 + "/'2 , 
7" 1 = K~k 1 and "i" 2 < K , 
and we write 
a) 
r 2 = t.,9~ 2 + m (m < <J). 
We ca l l f  : r -+ w u (~} permissible provided: 
if r =/a + 1, f(t~) 4: 0; 
and for any two limit ordinals o~ and/3, 
b) if a </3 < z, then there are infinitely many 3' with 
a < 3' </3 and f(3') 4: 0; 
c) i fa  </3 < r 1, then there are infinitely many 3, with 
< 3' < t3 and f() ')  = ~. 
Note that 
I f r  isa 
condit ion (c) is vacuous if r < ~, (i.e. I rl ~ 2 ~° ) so that r I = 0. 
finite ordinal, it is easy to see that f is permissible if and only 
if it is the Ulm sequence of  a p-group of length r. When r is infinite we 
have the following: 
Theorem 4.1. Let r be an infinite ordinal I f  G is a p-group of  length r, 
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then  (JG ~ 7- is a permissible funct ion Conversely, suppose f" r -~ 03 u {~ } 
is permissible and m is a cardinal number >_ 17"t 
( 1 ) l f f (n )  = ~ for  some n < 03, then there is a reduced p-group G o f  
cardinality m and length r such that f=  0 G r r," 
(2) I f  for  all n < 03, f(n) -¢ ~ (in which case lrl < 2~°), then there is 
a reduced p-group G o f  cardinality m and length 7" such that f = U G [ 7" 
i f  and only i f  m <_ 2 R° 
Before beginning the proof of the theorem we state a usefld lemrra. 
Lemma 4.2. Let G be a reduced p-group such that (Ja(n) < ~ for all 
n < 03 Then l G l ~ 2 ~°. 
Proof. Let B be a basic subgroup of G ( [3] ,  p. 98). Then U/~(n) = (Ja(n) 
for all n < 03. Since S is a direct sum of cyclic groups, B is completely 
determined by lJB(n), n < 03. Hence it follows from the hypothesis that 
IB I< ~0" But then IGI < _ IBI ~o _< 2 ~o ( [31,p.  102). 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let G be a p-group, which we may assume is re- 
duced. [.el r be the length of G. We have already observed in § 2 that 
13 a • r -" 03 u (~} satisfies Ca) and (b). As for (c), suppose that there is 
ordinal/3 < r I and a t < co such that 06(03/3+ t+ k) < oo  for all k< al l  03. 
We will derive a contradiction from Theorem 35.5 of Fuchs ([31, p. 1 20). 
As in Fuchs, let 
G a = pWO~G/pW(a+l)G. 
for all a < ~X l + X 2 + 1, so that 0a2:7) = 0a(030~ +n) for all n < 03. Also, 
let B a be a basic subgroup of Ga. By 4.2, IptG¢l <_ 2 No . Therefore 
lB~+ll <_ fin r(ptGa)<_ 2 8° ([31, Theorem 35.5(iii)) and hence 
I Gt~+ll <_ IB~+I It% ~_ 2 s° ( [31,  Theorem 30.1 ). On the other hand, 
~f3+l__,a<r IGal > 2~0, because/3+ 1 < ~: <_ r. This contradicts 35.5(ii). 
Now suppose f" r -* 03 u (oo} is permismble. Let 11 = I rl ,  and let 
o = ~:;k I + X 2 + 1. For o~ < o define G~ to be direct sum of cyclic groups 
whose Ulm invariants are given as follows (define X < oo for any cardinal 
X). If ~ < r I = ~X 1, Ua~ (n) = min { 1"(030~ +n), 1i for all n < so; if u >_ r l, 
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UGa(n) = min { f(a + n), F; o} for n such that wa + n < r, and UGfn)  = 0 
when ooa+n > r. Thus i fa  < r l ,  IGal = n ; i f r  I < a < r 1 + k2, IGoI = 
R0; IGq+tox~ I<- ~o" 
We assert hat there is a reduced p-group of  power n ~uch that the 
Ulm groups of G are Ga, 0 < a < o. By Kulikov's theorem it suffices to 
check that (i), (ii), (iii) below are satisfied. 
(i) ~ IGat<n<_ [ i IGal. 
0<~_<a 0~<min(~,a)  
In fact, Z,0~o< o I G a I _<. n l a l ='- u. If r > ~', the right hand side of (i) = 
n ~° > n. If r < ~:, the right hand side > b~nm(b~o "1°1) > n. 
(ii) ~ I G~I~IGaI~o for all 0~3<o.  
t~<a< a 
If3< r~, then £ts<_.~<o IGt~l ~ nlo l  = n and IGelF;o = n ~o. If3>__ r l, 
then 2;a<a< o IGt~l < R01r21 <__ 2~o, and IGalRo <_ R0b~o = 2~o. 
(iii) r(Ba+ 1) < fin r(Ga) for all 1 < a + 1 < o, 
where Ba+ 1 is a basic subgroup of G~+ 1. Since Gct+l is a direct sum of 
cyclic groups, Ba+ 1 = Ga+ 1 . If a. < r 1 , then condit ion (c) plus the defini- 
tion of Go~ implies that fin r(G a) - 1i = r(Ba+ 1 ). I f r  1 < a~-1 < a, then 
fin r(G a) = b¢ 0 >_ r(Boe+l). 
Therefore there is a p-group G of cardinality I r l and length r such 
that  f=  0 G ['T. I f f (n)  = oo for some n < co, then for any cardinal 
nt >_ I r I, H = G • Z(pn) *'' is a p-group of cardinality m such that 
Ourr=Oorr=f. 
To complete the proof  of Theorem 4. I we need to consider the case 
whenf (n )  < ~, for all n < w. If o_  > w, then 
[-'I I Gal = 2~o , 
0..<; Or< m re(co, a) 
so by Kulikov's theorem there is a p-group with Ulm invariants given by 
land  cardinalitv m for any m such that Irl < m < 2~o. I fa  < co i.e. if 
r < w 2 then redefine G O to be tile maximal torsion subgroup of 
Fin= 1 Z(pn) ftn). Then I G 0 1 = 2~o and UG(n) =f (n )  for all n < w. If G a 
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is defined as before for a > 0, the.~ it is easy to check that (ii) and (iii) 
are still satisfied, so by Kulikov's theorem there is a p-group of  cardi- 
nality 2No with Ulm invariants given by f. By the LiSwenheim-Skolem 
Theorem (cf. Scott [ 10] ) there is such a group of every infinite power 
< 2No. Thus the proof  of  Theorem 4.1 is complete. 
Corollary 4.3. (Upward LOwenhezm-Skolem Theorem ]br torsion groups). 
Let G be a torsion group o f  length r. I f  G =- H for some H o f  power 
> 2Ro then for eveo, ~ardinal n >_ I rt there ts a group H* o f  power i~ 
such that G - H*. 
Proof. By the downward Ldwenheim-Sko!em Theorem it suffices to show 
that there are such H for arbitrarily large cardinals ~. Write G = 1~,p G o, 
H = Y_,p Hp where Gp and Hp are the p-groups associated with G and H 
Then Gp =- Hp and one of the Hp has IHp I > 2No. For this p write 
a '  = Gp apd H '= Hp. Then let G '= 6'r°~G'd and H '= U' .H '  "'r d as usual. 
t ? ~t  
- H' andG d~ H' If f( d ) =°° thenwe From 3.1 it follows that G r = r ~ r" 
can let H* = G ~Z(ff*) ~' and the result follows from 3,1 and 1.7. If 
f(Gd ) < oo then I H'lr > 2~o so UG,(n) = ~ for some n < ¢o by 4. I, Then 
we can takeH*= G~Z(pn+l) ".
For any countable r, let f :  r ~ w u {oo } be a permissible sequence 
such that for all n < co, fl, n) 4: oo. By the results of §2 there is a sentence 
~0 = ~pf of Lto to such that any model of ~o is a reduced p-group of length 
| .  , 
r whose Ulm mvarlants are given by f. 
Corollary 4.4. ~o ts a comple:e sentence o f  Lto to which has models of  
eve~y infinite cardinality <_ 2~o but no model~ of  cardinality > 2No. 
Proof. ~0 is complete by Ulm's ~Iheorem. The rest of the Corollary fol- 
lows immediately from Theorem 4.1. 
(Malitz [8] gave the first example of such a sentence.) 
Let G be a countable infinite reduced p-group. From 4.1 and 3.1 it 
follows that there is an uncountable H such that G - ft. Applying 
Kueker's Corollary we conclude the well known fact that G has exactly 
2~0 automorphisms. 
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§ 5. Preservation of existential and positive sentences 
tn this section -we apply Theorem 1.2 to find sufficient condit ions fer 
the preservation of  classes of  existential and positive sentences. For exis- 
tential sentences we have: 
Theorem 5.1. Let G and H be p-groups, ~ an ordinal. Suppose that 
P(pt~G) <_ ~(pt~H) 
for all ~ < ~6. Then G(E 8 )H 
If 6 is a limit ordinal then, conversely, G(E 6 )H maplies P(pt~G) <_ f(paH) 
for all a < w5 (cf. 2.3). 
For the case of positive sentences, the following theorem slmws that 
the situation is much simpler. 
Theorem 5.2. Let G and H be p-groups. The foqowing are equivalent: 
0) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
G(P )H ; 
G(P )H ; 
(a) ~(pnG/nn+~G) >_ f(pnH/pn+lH) for all n < w and 
(b) f(G a) >_ P(H d) if l(G) < w. 
We will prove 5. l afte~ first proving a lemma. We define f :  G - H to 
be height-increasing if ~//(f(x)) >__ hG(X) for all x ~ G. 
Lemma C. 5.3. Let G and H be p-groups of  finite lengtt7 and ,'uppose 
r(pnG) <_ r(pnH) < ~ for all n < ~. Then there is a height-increasing 
embedding f : G ~ H. 
l 
Proof. Write G = ~k Z(pt)n, ~ Z(p®)n H = Zi= 1 Z(pi )  mi ~ Z(D'~) m 
t= l  ' " ' 
where either k = 0 ( resp . /=0)  oi" n k > O (resp. m t > 0) ( [4] ,  Theorems 
4 and 6). We prove the lemma b3 induction on r(G) = Z/k=1 n + n. 
r(G) = 1 : If n = 1, then by hypothesis m >_ 1 so clearly we can embed 
G = Z(p ®) in H. If n = 0, then G =Z(pk). By hypothesis either m > 0 or 
m I > 0 for some l >_ k. So we can either embed Z(p k) in Z(p')  or embed 
Z(p k) in Z(p l) by x I ~ pt-kx 
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r(G) > 1" If n > 0, define 
k 
G'  = Z(p i )  ni • Z (p ' )  n -  . 
I=1 
If n = 0 define 
k-1 
G' = ~ Z(pt) n' • Z(pk)  nk-1 
i=l 
Define H' similarly. Then r(prG ') < r(prH ') for all r < w, so by induction 
we can embed G' into H'. If G = G' • G", H=H ' • H" where r(G") = 1 = 
r(H"), then by the hypothesis we can embed G" into H", and hence G 
into H. 
Proof of theorem 5.1. The proof divides into two cases. 
Case I. P(paH) = oo for all a < ~8.  For v <__ 5 let 
I ,  = ( f" f ~s an isomorphism of a finite subgroup of G 
into p~H)  
Suppose f :  S ~ T is in 1,,+1 where T _c p,~O,+ 1)H and let a ~ G - S. Let 
r >_ 0 be minimal such that pr+la c S. ThenhH(f(pr+la)) >_ ~(~ + 1 ), so 
there is b o ~ p'°~H such that pr+lb o = f(pr+~ a). If prbo ~- T, let b = b 0. 
I fprb0 ~ T, let b = b 0 +b 1 for some bl~ pt~H such thatprbl ¢- T, 
pr+l bl = 0. Such a b 1 exists by 2.7 becaw;- ~(p '~rH)  = oo. Define 
f "  (S, a)---+ (7. b) by na+s b-~ nb+fCs), f '  is an isomorphism and 
<T, b> ~ p'°VH. Hence :I(.Zs)H by 1.2. 
Case II. P(paH) < oo for some 0~ < co6. Let t3 be minimal such that 
f(p~H) < ~,,. Then ~(paG) <_ r(p~H) < ~ and pOG and paH are of fin, te 
length by 2.6. By Lemma 5.3 there is a height-increasing embedding 
fo " pOG --* p~H. 
Let I be the set of all height-increasing isomorphisms f :  S ~ 7" where 
S = (p~G, u 1 ..... Un ) C-C- G for some n < w and T c. H. (Height-increasing 
means hti(f(x)) >_ ha(x) for all x ~ 5'.) Suppose f :  S ~ T is in I and 
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a ~ G such that pa ~ S. I_et x ~ a +S be proper with respect o S (such 
an element exists because the reduced part of S is finite). If x ~ pSG, 
then x and hence a, are in S. So we may assume x q. pOG. Let t~ = h(x). 
Since G,t _c paG, we have a < l(G), a < 3. So ha(PX) >_ a + ! and 
hn(f(px)) > a + 1. Hence there is a b o ~ paH such that pb o = f(px).  If 
b 0 ~ T, let b=b o. I fb  0 ~ T, let b 1 ~ paH[p] - Tand let b=bo+b 1 (b I 
exists by 2.7 because f(paH) = ~). Then the map f '  : (S, x )~ (T, b) 
defined by nx +s F-> nb +f(s) is in I and (S, x) = (S, a). So G(E)H by 
1.2. 
Remark. Let ! be as in Case II. Implicit in the proof of Case II is the 
following: For any f~ I, for any a 1 ..... a n ~ dom(f) and for any exis- 
tential ~0(Ol, ..., on), 
G ~ tp[a 1 . . . .  a n] implies H ~ ,p[f(a) ..... f(an)] . 
This will be useful in § 6. 
As a consequence of 5.1 ,ve have the following purely group-theoretic 
result which, to the best of our knowledge, is not in the literature. 
Corollary 5.4. Let G and H be countable p-groups. G can be embedded 
in H i f  and only if  r(p~G) <_ r(p~H) for all ~ < 601. 
Proof. The condition r(paG) <_ r(p~H) for o~ < co I !s obviously necessary. 
It is sufficient by 5.1 and 1 4. 
The Corollary remains true for G and H which a-e direct sums of 
countable p-groups; the proof is ~, simple application of 5.4 and the 
theorem of Richman and Walker [9]. 
Let G o be an uncountable redt ced p-group of length co~. (G o exists 
by the results of {}4.) If G ~s any ,:ountable p-a,-oup then, because of 
2.6, ~(paG) <_ ~(paG o) for all o. Therefore by 5.1 G(E I)G 0. But it is 
not necessarily true that G can be embedded in G0: for example, G may 
not be reduced. (This silows that the hypothesis of the countability of 
is necessary in 1.4(2).) On the other hand we have: 
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Corollary 5.5. Let G O be any p-group with l(G) -"£_ ~o 1. For any countable 
reduced p-group G, G can be embedded in G o. 
Proof. We can assume that G o is reduced. Let a be a countable limit 
ordinal, a >_ "(G). By the downward U5wenheim-Skolem theorem for 
L ~o tin a s ight ly  str ,~ger form than stated m [ 10]) there is a 
1 
countable subgroup G 1 of G of  length >_ a. Now apply 5.4 to embed 
G into G 1. 
We now tt nl to positive sentences and the proof  c f  5.2. 
Proof of theorem 5.2. (i) ==* (ii) is obvious. (ii) ==, (iii) follows from the 
fact that " r(pnG/pn+lG) < m " and "r(Gcl)  <_ m " (if l(G) < co) may be 
expressed by positive sentences of  finite quantif ier ank. To see this, in 
the first case obserce that r(pnG/p n+l G)~ m if and only if there exist 
x I . . . .  x m E G such that p~x 1 , ..., pnx m generate pnG modulo  pn+lG, 
i.e. for any y ~ G there is a z E G and integers r 1 . . . .  r m such that 
p"y= r lpnXl  + ... + rmpnX m + pn+lz. Similarly i f / (G)  = n < co, note 
that (iii)(a) implies l(H) <_ l(G), and r(G d) <__ m if and only if there exist 
x,  .. . . .  x,n ~ G such that for any y~ G there are integers r 1 . . . . .  r m , 
s: . . . . .  s m such that 
m 
pny = ~ rt 
z =1 S-~pnxz . 
To prove ( i l l )  ~ (i) we consider ~wo ca~es. 
Case I. l(G) 7_" ~.  We prove that if G is any p-group c,f length "_-_" co, then 
G(P) I t ,  for any p-group H. (In this case ~(pn G/pn+l G) = oo fo- all n < ~,  
so (iii) is always true.) We may assume pWG = 0 because G(P)G/p '°G.  
We apply theorem 1.2; define I = the set of all homomorphisms f :  S --" T 
such that S is a finite pure subgroup of G and T c I!. Let f :  S ~ T be in 
I and let a E G - S. There is a finite pure subgroup S'  of  G such that S' 
c, mtains S and a ([41, Lemma 9). Since S' is of  bounded order and S is 
pure in G (and hence in S'), S' = S * S" ([41, Theorem 7). Therefore we 
can extend f to S' by mapping S" into zero. 
Now let f~  I as before and let b ~ H. We must extend f to an f '  6 1 
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with b ~ rng(f') .  Suppose pnb = 0. Since I(G) = w and S is finite there 
exists a ~ G such that the order of a is > pn and also >__ the order of 
every element of S. As before, let S' = S • S" be a finite pure subgroup 
of G containing a. Now S" is a direct sum of cyclic groups ([4],  Theorem 
6) and, by the choice of a, one of the cyclic groups must be of order > 
the order of a. Therefore we can extend f to S' by mapping the genera- 
tor of this cyclic group onto b and mapping the other summands of S" 
to zero. This completes the proof that G(P)H in Case i. 
Case II. l(G) < w. By (ii~), I(H) <_ l(G) < w. First assume G and H are 
reducecl. Then G ~nd H are direct sums of cyclic groups: say 
G = Z~= 1 Z(p')'",, n = F~I= 1Z(p')",. If we replace m i by min(m z, ~0 ) . 
then by 1.8 we obtain a group which is L-equivalent to G. Hence we 
may assume m i and rl i are .<_ B0 for all i. Now r(pnG/pn+lG) is the 
number of cyclic summands of G of order >_ pn+l ([4], p. 27, line 7). 
Therefore by an reduction like that in the proof of Lemma 5.3 we can 
prove that (iii)(a) implies there is a homomorphism of G onto H, so 
G(P)H.  If G and H are arbitrary (not necessarily reduced) p-groups, 
write G = G r • G a, H = H r * H a. If f(Hct) = ~o then G d -,0 Ha by 0ii)(b) 
and 1.8; if f(H d) < oo, then by (iii)(b) there is a surjective homomorphism 
G a -* H a. In either case Gd(P)H d ; so by 1.7 and the first part we =an 
conclude that G(P.)H. 
Corollary 5.6. I f  G is a countable p-group o f  length >__ w, then evep v
countable p-group H is a homomorphic image of  G. 
Corollary 5.6 was pointed out to us by A.Hales. His proof led us to 
the proof of 5.2. 
Corollary 5.7. Given any p-group G there is a single posittve sen tence 
of  L such that for any p-group H. 
taltO 
H ~ ~o iff  G(Po)H. 
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§ 6. Indiscernible elements of p-groups 
Given a group G and a set X ~ G, we say that X is a set of a-indis- 
cernibles in G if for each formula ~o(v 1. . . .  %) of quantifie~ rank at most 
a and for all sequences x 1 . . . . .  Xn' Y l  . . . . .  Yn from X such that x~ 4: x/ 
and yt 4: Y/ for  i 4: i we have 
G~¢[x  1 . . . .  x n] if and only if G~-~o[y~ . . . . . .  e n) . 
We say that X is a set of ~-#zdiscernioles if it is a set of a-iv d~scernibies 
for every ordinal a. Indiscernible~ play an important role in the model  
theory of  infinitary languages. It is interesting to actu211y locate such 
beasts in a specific case. Using methods of § 1 we could extend these 
results to arbitrary torsion groups. 
Theorem 6.1. Let  G be a p-group. Let  X be any  subset  o f  p ' °aG[p]  - {0) 
such that fo r  any  d ist inct  x, y ~ X, h(~)4: h 6 (y). Then X is a set  o f  ~- 
indiscernibles in G 
Proof. Let I v be the set of isomorphisms f :  S -~ T where S and T are 
finitely generated subgroups of G and 3"~ Prsto ~. The proof of Theorem 
3.1 shows that i f f~  I~+l and a ~ G then there are extens ionsf j  andf  2 
of f in  I v such that a ~ dom(f l )  and a ~ rng(f2). It follows from Th,',orem 
1.2 that i f f~  I a and a 1, . . a,, ~ dom(f )  then 
G~ ~p[a 1..... a n] iff G~ s0[f(al.), . . . ,~an)]  
for all ~o~ L a. So le tx  1 ..... Xn' 3'1' "" Yn E X be such that x~ 4: xj and 
Yt ~ Yl for i 4: ]. Let S be the subgroup generated by x i, ..... ~c n, T the 
subgroup generated by Yl  . . . . .  Yn" We claim that S --- Zn=l (x t) (direct sum). 
For suppose that mix  1 + ... + mnX n = 0 where 0 <_ m i < p for i = 1, ..., n. 
Then, on the one hand h( rn lx  1 + ... + mnnn)  = oo. But on the other hand, 
if solve mi4: O, h (mlx  1 + "" + mnX n ) = min (h(x l ) ,  .... h(Xn)} < oo, since 
h(m~xt~ = h(x z) if m i 4= 0 and these are all distinct. Similarly, T = Zin_l (yz). 
Thus there is an isomorphism f : S ~ T such that f(x~) - Yc Since all ele- 
ments in S u Thave height >_ coa, fE  Prso~ a and hence f~ Ia. This com- 
pletes the proof. 
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As a corollary of 3.8 and 6.1 we have: 
Corollary 0.2. Let G be a p-group with w(a+ I ) < I(G). There is an infi- 
nite set X o f  a-indiscernibles for  G. 
Recall that the ath Ulm invariant of G is just the cardinality of a 
maximal set X c_. pt~ G [Pl which is independent modulo pa+l G [p]. It 
is interesting that such a set X is a set of o~-indiscernibles for G. 
Theorem 6.3. Let G be a p-group and X a :;et o f  elements o f  paG[p] 
independent modulo p°'+lG[p]. X is a set o f  oo-indiscernibles. 
Proof. The proof is very' similar to the proof of 6.1. Let x l ,  "", Xn, 
Yl ..... Yn E X, let S be the subgroup generated by x I . . . .  x n, T the one 
generated by Yl ..... Yn" The mapping xt ~---~ Yi gives an isomorphism 
f :  S I ' T andre  Prst3 for all t3 since every element of S u T is of height 
0t. 
We have the following corollary of 6.3 and 4.2. 
Corollary 6.4. Let G be a p-group such that G -H  for arl trarily large 
p-groups H Then G has an infinite set X o f  ~-indtscernibles. 
Proof. We may write G = G r ~ Z(p*~)" . If 0 < n < ~0 then the theorem 
follows from 6.3 since l~/a(n) = ~ for some n < to by 4.2. But if n > ~0 
the theorem is trivial. 
The converse of 6.4 is false. That is, take a reduced p-group G such 
that t0G(n) < ~ for all n < m but toG(a) = ,,~ for some o~. Then G has ar 
infinite set of indiscernibles by 6.2 but if G -.. H then IHI < 2 t~o by 4.2. 
The question which we now take up is the following. Given a group 
G suppose that G ~ 3 x¢(x).  For what heights a is ~t true that G 
~x [SO(x) ^  h(x) > a] ? In order to a,aswer this question we first prove a 
result 6.5 which is a common generalization of 3.1 and 5.1. 
Given a class F of formulas, the existential closure of F, 3 F is the 
smallest class of formulas containing F and closed under A, V, 3. We 
write :loF for (3F)o, that is, for the class of formulas o E 3F  with 
qr(so) .<_ ~ The following are nrlmediate: 
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Laa_::j~La if /~_a :  
: i  La=Lt3 if /3<a ; 
3~L o = E~- 
:IoL~ is a normal class of formulas; 
(3~La) ~+1 [3] is nonempty iff 3"+ 1 < t3 ; 
(=l¢~Lo~)"t+l IV] is nonempty iff 3"+ 1 < 0~. 
These facts allow us to apply 1.2 to this class of formulas in the proof 
of the following. 
Theorem 6.5. Let G end H be p-groups and let 3' and 6 be ordinals such 
that I(G) >_ w6 and 
(a) 0~;(a~ = 0H(O 0 for all ~ < w3", 
(b) P(p°G) <_ P(peH) for all c~ < w6 . 
Then G(3 6 L r )H If3" and 5 are limit ordinals the converse is also true. 
Proof. The converse follows from 2.2 and 2.3. So suppot;e that (1) and 
(2) hold. We content ourselves with an outline of the proof, since within 
that outline the details are very similar to the details in 3.1 and 5.1. We 
may as~ame that 0 < 3' < 5 since otherwise the result reduces to one of 
3.1 or 5.1. 
Case I. P(paH) = ~ for all a < 606. Define for v < 5, I v to be the set of 
isomorphisms f :  S ~ T such that S and T are finitely generated subgroups 
of G and H respectively and f satisfies the following condition for all 
x E dora(f) (where v n 3" is the minimum of v and 3'): 
~f he(x)  < 60~ vn 3') then ht4(f(x)) = hc,(x), and 
°f hs(x)  >_ 60(t, n 3') then hH(f(x)) > 6ol). 
In order to apply 1.2 with F = :16 L we need to estabhsh 
(1) fo rv+l<7,  fGl~+ l andb~Hthere isanextens ion f '  
of f in  I,, such that b ~ rng(f') 
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(2) for ~'+ 1 < 6, f~. I,+1 and a ~ G there is an extension f ' o f f  
in /v  such that a ~ dom(f ) .  
For v + 1 < 3' this just reduces to Case II in the proof of  3.1 since 
w(r,, n 3') = cop. This leaves us with (2) to prove in case 3" < v+ 1 < 6. If 
h(a) > ~3" this is easy by an argument similar to that used in the proof 
of Lemma A. We can then reduce to the case where h(a) < t~3", 
pa ~ dom(S) and h(a+s) < ~3' for all s ~ S and then use an improved 
version of  Lemma B. 
Case II. Let ~ be the least ordinal such that P(ptH) < oo so that 
¢o3, < ~ < ~6.  Use Lemma C to get a height increasing monomorphisn,  
ofp~G into p~H. For any v le t /be  the set o f / ' :  S~ Tsuch that 
S= (p~G, x 1 ..... x,~> and T = (p~H, y 1 ..... yn> for some x~ ..... x n , 
Yt ,  "", Yn" fextends fo ,  f~  Prs~,,n~) and if ~, ~ 3' we require f to be 
height-increasing. Note that I ,  = lz,, for v > v' ~ 3". We leave it to the 
reader to see that these / have the extension properties ( 1 ) and (2~ 
ment ioned above so that G(~I**L )H. 
*Theorem 6.5 was motivated by the following application. Let us write 
h(o i) > a for the existential formula Oa(v ~) of 2.1 which defines the set 
of elements of  height > a. 
Theorem 6.6. Let G be a p-group with I(G) >_ cox where X is a limit c:'- 
dinal and let a < (3 < ~. For any formula ~o(o I , .... o k, .... v n) (where 
k <__ n )o fquant t f ie r  ank <_ ~ and for  any m < w the fol lowing is true 
in G: 
k 
3Ol,.. . ,  v n [~o^ A h(oi) >_ cos] 
t--1 
k 
3Vl ,  ..., O n [~0 A A 
t=l 
h(o,) > ¢o(3+m1 . 
Proof. Using 4.1 let H 0 be a reduced p-group with length wo~ such that 
0G(3' ) = l0 n (3") for all 3" < cos. Let H = H 0 • H l where H l is the direct 
0 • 0o 
sum of ar infinite number of copies of Z(p ). Then P(p~G) = ~(p'rH) = oo 
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for 3" < co~, and P(p~G) _<_ f(p"tH) for all 3". By 6.5 we have 
G(:I Lo~)H and H(: IxLa)G. 
So suppose that =Iv 1, .... v n [~o^ A ~=1 h(vi) >- wa] is true in G This sen- 
tence is in :la+nL a so it also holds in H. But in H any element of height 
_> wa has infinite height so 
k 
H ~ ~lv I ..... v,,[~o^ A h(v,)>_ w13+m] 
t=l 
and this sentence, being in 3a L a, holds in G. 
In case ~0 is existential we can improve 6.6 but we have not been able 
to find a gei~eral result similar to 6.5 from which to derive it. We also 
note that 6.6 is trv.e without  the as,,umption that ?~ is a limit ordinal, 
but a~zain, we have not been able to derive this from 6.5 or a generaliza- 
tion of  it. 
Theorem 6.7. Let G be a p-group with I(G) >_ cox and let 13 < ~. For any 
existential formula ¢(Vl, .... v n) and any m < w, the follow#zg is true in 
G." 
n 
3v 1 .. . . .  v n @(v 1 .. . . .  v,,) -* 3v 1, .... v n [~o(v 1, ..., vn) ^  A h(v) > w~ 
t=l  
Proof. Let 3' = ~f l+ m. The proof  breaks into two cases corresponding to 
the two cases e f  the proof  of 5.1. 
Case I. For every 8, f(p~G) = oo. In this case we can a,,tually prove that 
the following is true in G, where r = I(G): 
n 
301 .... ,Vn[~V l, .... on)] ~ 3o l , . . . ,Vn[~V 1 . . . ,Vn)^A h(o , )> r l  , 
t=l 
that is, we can choose v l '  "'" On in the divisibl~ part of G. Let H be the 
direct sum of an infinite rmmber of  copies of  Zfp ~) so that f(p~H) = on 
for all 5. Then by 5.1, 
G(E )H and H(E )G. 
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Now, if G ~ 301,  ..., O n ~0 then H ~ =lvl, ..., v n ~o but then H ~ 3v l, .... 
On[~OAA n h( t ; i )>~' ]  soG[=3Ol ,  Vn[tpAAn h(o i) >~']  i=1 "" '  i = 1 " 
Case II. There is a 5 such that f~p6G) < 0o. Let 6 be the least such ordinal 
Note that 6 > 3". We argue by induct ion  on n, the case for n = 0 being 
trivial. So suppose there are a 1 . . . . .  an+ 1 ~ G such that G ~ ~0[a l, ..., an+ l] 
where ~o is existential. Let pr+la = 0 and let ~(V 1 On+ 1) be the 
n+l  ' " " '  
formula "°(vl' ""' on+'- ) ^ (Pr+lVn+l = 0). Then  G ~ 3On+ 1 ~ [a 1 , ..., a n ] 
so by ::nduction there are b 1, ..., b n ~ p"t+r+lG such that 
G ~ 3Vn+ i ~[b 1 . . . . .  bn]. Let c ~ G satisfy: G ~ ff[b 1 .. . . .  b n, c] .  If 
h(c) >__ 3, let bn+ 1 = c. So suppose that h(c) < 3'. Let s < r be such that 
ps+lc ~ (pSG, b 1 .... b n) but  pSc ¢_ (pSG, b 1 .. . . .  bn). Now among the 
integers 0, ..., s let l be the largest with the property :  
h(pk c) < 3, + k. 
LetS  0 = T O = <pSG, b 1 . . . . .  bn,pk+lc)  and le t f  0 " S o --> T O be the identity.  
Notice that pkc  is proper  with respect o S O since h(s) > h(pkc)  for all 
s E S 0. Since h(p k+t c) >_ 3, + k + 1 there "s a d o E pV+kG such that  pd o = 
pk÷lc. Let e 1 = d o i fd  0 ~ So; otherwise let e I = d o +d 1 for some 
d 1 ~ p'r+kG[p] - S o. There is such a d 1 since f(p'r+gG[p] ) = oo. The 
extension f l  ° f f0  mapping  S 1 = (S o, pkc> onto  T 1 = <T 0, e l> by 
npk c + s I--* ne 1 + fo(S) 
is a height increasing isomorphism since pkc is proper  with respect o S o . 
I f  k > 0 then h(pg- l c )  < 3,+ k - ! < 3,+r so pg- lc  is p-oper  with respect 
to S 1. Repeat  tLe above argument  o get (for i = 2 .... , k+ 1) a height in- 
creasing map t~: S --> T i where S z = (S i 1, pk+l-ic) and T i = (Tz_ 1, e i) for 
some e i E p'r+k+l-iG. Let f=fk+l  and/~n+l =f(c).  Then by the remark fol- 
lowing the , roo f  o f  5.1, G ~ tp[b 1 ..... b n, c] implies G ~ ~o[ b l, ., b n+ 1 ] ; 
and h(b~) ~: " for i = 1, ..., n + 1. 
We close this section with some questions. Let G be a reduced F-group 
with fAG(n) = oo for some n < co. Let X be an infinite set o f  ~o-indiscer- 
nibles of  height n as given by 6.3. When is it possible to adjoin Skolem 
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functions to G in such a way that X remains a set of ~-indiscernibles, 
or o~-indiscernibles for la cge a? For example, given a formula ~0(x, y), 
is there a simple formula ~k(x, y)  ,,~hich somehow specifies the height 
of 3, in terms of x such that 
G ~ Vx I3y  ~,(x. y) -* 3y(~o(x, y) ^ ~k(x, y))l  ? 
Our results 6.5 and 6.6 were motivated by such question~, but do not 
answer them. 
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Appendix 
In Theorem 3.1 we gave necessary and sufficient conditions for G -~ H 
for 6 a limit ordinal. For fi an arbitrary ordinal these conditions ((a) and 
(b) of Theorem 3.1) were sufficient but not necessary. In this appendix 
we will prove the following strongel result: 
Theorem. Let G and H be p-groups and iet 6 be an ordinal. Write 6 = ,X + n 
where X is a l imit ordinal and 0 <_ n < co. Then G =~ H i f  and only i f  the 
fol lowing hold: 
(a) for  all a < cox 
OG(a ) = OH(o,) 
(b) i f  l(G) < co;k (and hence by (a) I(H) < coX) then 
F(G cl ) = ~(H d ) 
(c) i f  n > 0 then for  every k, 0 <_ k < n, and ever), a, co(X + k) <_ a < 
co(X + k + 1 ), we have." 
(cl) either both (Jc(a) and OH(a) are < n - (k + 1 ) and equal or 
both are >_ n - (k + 1). 
(c2) either both f (paG) and ~(paH) are < n - k and equal, or bo[h 
are >_ n - k. 
Proof. Suppose G =~ H. Conditions (a) and (b) are consequences of 2.2 
and 2.3. Let us check that condinon (c) holds. Suppose a is as in (c) and 
suppose 0a(a)  >_ m, where m <_ n - (k + 1 ). Then, in the notation of 2.2, 
G is a model of ~0a, m which is a sentence of quantifier rank _< X + n. 
Since G =x+n H, we have 0H(a) >_ m. Reversing the roles of G and H we 
get (c l); and (c2) is proved similarly. 
Now suppose that (a), (b), (c) hold. We want to prove G =8 H. If l(G) 
(and hence l(H)) < wX then G - H by 3.1. So we assume l(G) >_ cox 
and divide the proof into two cases: 
Case ! • l(G) _>_ col; or G and H are reduced; 
Case it. I(G) < ¢o6. 
Case I: By 3.1 we know that G -a l l ;  Let/u, ~,<_ X, be defined as in 3.1. 
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For k = 0 ..... n let Jk be the set of  isomorphisms f :  S ~ T such that 
fE  Prs (x+k) and S _c_ G and T C _ H are generated by at most n - k ele- 
ments. Obviously the ark are non-empty and JkC__ Jt for l <_ k. Also 
J0 _c 1 x. So in order to prove G -8 H it suffices, by Theorem 1.2, to 
prove that if f :  S~T is in Jk+~ and a ~ G - -S (resp. c E H-  T) there is 
an f '  ~ ark with f_q f '  and a ~ dom(f ' )  (resp. c ~ rng(f')).  By symmetry 
it suffices to show how Io extend the domain o f f  to include a 6 G -S  
Case I(i): h(a) >_ oa(;~+k) and I(H) >_ co(~+k+ 1). In this case we may 
apply Lemn~a A (3.2). Note that i fS  and T are generated by <_ n - k - 1 
elements theT~ ¢S, a ) and ( T, b ) are generated by <_ n - ~: elements o that 
f '  (as defined hi Lemma A) is in Jk" 
Case I(ii): h(a) >_ o.~(X + k) and l(H) < cc(7~ + k + 1 ), a ad hence l(G) < 
co(k+k+ 1) by (c). Since co(;k+k+ 1)_< wS, G lsreduCed by the h3,po- 
thesis of Case I. Let tx =w(X+ k). Let ," be the least integer _> 0 such that 
l¢+la ~ S. In order to extend f i t  suff ces to find b ~ pa l l  such that 
prb ~- T but pr+l b = f(pr+l a). As in the proof of 3.2 we can find b o ~ pall  
such that f(pr+l a) = pr+l bo" if prbo q; T we let b = b 0 In case prb o ~- T, 
we must fred b 1 E pall  such that prb. ~ T and pr+l bl = 0, and then set 
b = b 0 + b I . Suppose there were no such b 1 . We claim that on the one 
hand pU+rG[p] c~ S (since prb o ~ T) but that on the other hand 
p~+rG[p] c__ S (since there is no such bl). 
Let us first establish pa+rG[p] ¢__ S. Let x ~ S be such that f(x) = prb o. 
Since f(px) = f(pr+la L we hav~ px = pr+la. Also f~ Prsa+,,, implies 
h(x) >_ a + r, sox-pra~ p~+r~[p] _S .  
Now let us show that if thele is no b 1 as described then pa+rG [p] c_ S. 
The fact that there is no such '~1 is equivalent to pa+rH[p] c T. Now 
V o = pU+rG[p] and V 1 = pa+r~[p] are vector spaces over the field wiql 
p elements and f - i f  l,'~ is a hcmomorphism of V~ into V 0. If we can 
show that V 0 and V~ have the same finite dimension, then f -1  ~ V~ is 
onto V 0 and hence V 0 c_ S as desired. Now T is generated by <__ n - k - 1 
elements o (using 2.5) r(pa+rit) = dim(V~ ) _< n - -k  - 1. But then by 
hypothesis (c2), r(pt~+rG) = dim( V 0) = dim( V~ ). This completes Case I(ii). 
Case l(iii): h(a) < co(~ + k) -- u. Let r be minimal such that pr+~ a ~ S. 
We first suppose that for all m < r and all x ~ pm a + ~ S, pm+l a ), 
h(x) < ¢o(3, + k). We intend to apply Lemma B (3.4) in order to succe.ss- 
ively adjoin pra, pr-~a ..... pa, a. Note first that Lemma B remains true 
if we drop the hypothesis that a _< l(G), c~ <_ l(H) but require G and H 
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to be reduced. Suppose we have extended f to f '  ~ Jk with dom(f ' )  = 
S' = <S, pm+la). We wish to extend f '  to an f "~ Jk with dom(f " )  = 
<s, pm a) = (S', prn a). Let l3= max { h(pm a + s ') • s' E S' } so that /3< a. 
Let x = pma + s be such that s ~ S'  and h(x) =/3. Then, by 2.5, 
(S, x)  = (S, pma) and (S, px)  = S'.  Since S is generated by < n - k - 1 
elements and 
<s, px>o. 1 1 
(because h(px) >/3), dim V(S',/3) <__ n - k - 1. Thus by (c l )  if UG (/3) > 
dim V(S',/3), then I.]H(/3) > dim V(S',/3). So we can apply Lemma B to 
extend f ' .  
If for some m < r and some x ~ pm a + < S, pm+l a), h(x) >__ w(X + k), 
we argue as in Case l ib of 3.1. This completes the proof  in Case I. 
Case II: Let ¢ = I(G). By hypothesis w(~, + t) < r < w(;~ + t + 1) for 
some t, 0 < t < n. By condit ion (c), r = l(H). Write G = G r • G a, 
H = H r • H a where G r and H r are reduced and Ga and H a are divisible. 
We first prove 
Gd =--n-t nd"  
Define Jk for k = 0, ..., n - t to be ~he set of i somorph ismsf  : S ~ T 
such that S c__ Ga ' T c_ Ha are divisible subgroups of rank <_ n - t - k 
Suppose fE  Jk+l and a ~ G d - S. Let S' be the smallest divisible sub- 
group of G d containing (S, a). So S' ~ S • Z(p*") ( [4] ,  Theorem 2). So 
r(G d) >_ r(S') >_ r(S)+ 1. Also r(S) + ! <_ n - t, so by hypothesis (c2), 
r(H a) > r(T) + 1 so H a = T~ T' where r(T') > 1. Therefore we can ex- 
tend f to S' by mapping Z(p**) onto a summand of T'. Similarly we can 
extend the range of f to include b ~/~(a - T. 
Now for any f " S f~ T f in J  0 wr i teG a =SfaS ' fH  a ,  = T f~Tf '  ( [4] .  
Theorem 2). B /Case  I, 
G r ~ S' f  =-h+t nr ~ T' f "  
In fact if we define I~ f, v < ;k + t, to be the set of isomorphisms h ' S ~ T 
whereh~Prs ,v ,  S CGr~S f, T C Gr~Tf ,  and i fv=X+k,  0 <k<t ,  
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S and T are generated by < n - k elements, then the same proof  as in 
Case I shows that the I f ,  v <_ X + t satisfy 1.2(2). Define for ~, <__ X + t 
and 
7 I"= {g~f :  gE  If) 
I, = U~j  ° .l-f.~, 
Also by Case I 
G r 
Let I r~'0 v < 
definf:d as in 
:~-h+n Hr " 
X + n, be the associated system of partml isomorphisms 
Case I. For v = X + t + k, k = 0, .... n - t define 
I* = {g~f 'gE I~ed fE jk  )" 
* C (Since if g c~ f E Ix+t, g E Prsw(x+t), Observe that Ix÷; _ Ix÷ t. * 
dom(g) c Gr c ~-" ' _ __ , r~Sf ,  rng(g)~HrCt t r~T ' fanddom(g) i sgener -  
ated by < n - k elements.) Therefore since the I v, v < X+ t, satisfy 1.2(2) 
as do the I*, X+ t < v < X + n, we conclude by 1.2 that 
G'-- H .  h+n 
We have not been able to prove the corresponding strengthening of
Theorem 5. I. Such a strengthening would probably lead to a useful 
strengthening of 6.5 and hence 6.6. 
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